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Portraiture as Gossip:
Andy Warhol's 1963 Cover Design
for C: A Journalof Poetry
Reva Wolf

G

ossip," the literary critic Hugh Kenner observed, "thrives in all small
communities, academic, cultural, professional, it thrives in neighborhoods,
thrives wherever people subsist on each other's company, make do with each
other's mysteries."' Gossip plays a large role in most of our lives. As anthropologists, psychologists, sociologists, literary critics, and fiction writers have pointed out
in recent decades, gossip, though it tends to be denounced as "idle chatter," is often a powerful means of communication and of achieving specific aims. 2 The role
gossip has played in shaping how art criticism and art history have come to be
written, or even how some works of art come to look the way they do, remains
largely unacknowledged, at least in print. And by being blind to the force of gossip
in history, we often fail to see the fullness of relations between people that makes
art a vital, human thing. It is this blind spot that I want to remove in this study of
two figures of recent art history who did openly acknowledge the significance of
gossip in their lives and work: the poet, art critic, and curator Frank O'Hara and
the artist Andy Warhol.
John Giorno, a poet who by his own account had been involved personally with
such artists as Jasper Johns, Robert Rauschenberg, and Andy Warhol during the
1960s (he was the "star" ofWarhol's 1963 film Sleep), wrote a gossip column at the
end of that decade entitled "Vitamin G." As he later explained:
The idea was that poetry and the art world incessantly talks about itself ... Ordinarily it just seems like boring gossip, but it actually is the dynamic relationships
between artists, between artists and poets, the hardcore of art history .... You have
Several individuals were most generous in assisting me
with my work on this essay, among whom special thanks are
due to Callie Angell, Trevor Fairbrother, Vincent Fremont,
John Giorno, Heloise Goodman, Tim Hunt, Margery King,
Robin Lydenberg, Gerard Malanga, Billy Name, Ron
Padgett, Robert Rosenblum, Ann Sass, and Faith Ward. For
their extremely useful comments, I am grateful to Richard
Wendorf and the members of the 1992 National Endowment for the Humanities Summer Seminar that he directed
at Harvard University on portraiture and biography. A 1990-91 Andrew W. Mellon Faculty Fellowship in the Humanities at Harvard University also supported much of the
research that appears here. Finally, I am indebted to Adeane
Bregman, fine-arts librarian, and Marguerite J. McDonough
and the staff of the interlibrary loan department of O'Neill

Library at Boston College, who facilitated my work through
their skillful and unstinting services.
1
"Literary Biographies," in Kenner, HistoricalFictions:Essays (San Francisco: North Point Press, 1990), 52.
2
The literature on gossip is astonishingly vast. Some key
studies in which it is argued that gossip should be taken
seriously, as an important and powerful element in life.
are Max Gluckman, "Gossip and Scandal," Ctment Anthropology4 (1963): 307-16, and John Sabini and Maury
Silver, Aforalities of Everyday Life (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1982),'chap. 5, "A Plea for Gossip," 89-J06.
On gossip and literature, see Margaret Drabble, "Novelists as Inspired Gossips," Ms. 11 (April 1983): 32-34, and
Patricia Meyer Spacks, Gossip (New York: Knopf, 1985).
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all these art critics,like Clement Greenberg and BarbaraRose and David Bourdon

and Peter Schjeldhal[sic],and they write this fiction. Their art criticismcreatesthe
art or artist,which then becomes a commodity.... It's all so righteous. They only
showyou one sideof the coin.WhereasI think who's fuckingwho iswhere it's at....
And allthe neurotic pain between people, which has some effecton their work.3
The final line of Giomo's passage raises an important point: the social dynamics of
the art world form a potential subtext of art and art criticism; artists gossip, and so
does their work.
Giorno undoubtedly inherited his conception of gossip from a circle of poets
and painters of the previous generation. This group revolved around the
charismatic figure of Frank O'Hara. O'Hara collaborated with his friends who were
painters on some fascinating satirical writings in which art and judgments about art
were conceived of as rumor, hearsay, or gossip.
In an amusing dialogue published in 1959, "5 Participants in a Hearsay Panel,"
O'Hara and the painters Norman Bluhm, Mike Goldberg, Elaine de Koening, and
Joan Mitchell discussed the question "Is style hearsay?" Each participant responded
to this question by offering, rather than her or his own opinion, the purported
opinion of someone else-or hearsay. Here are two examples:
Norman: Frank says:style at its lowest ebb is method. Style at its highest
ebb is personality.
Elaine:

Betsy says,In matters of art, it's Vanity and Vexation not virtue
that triumphs.4

In each of these replies, style is mockingly (but also seriously) associated with human conduct-with
the artist rather than the art.
The possibility that art itself might contain gossip was considered in a collaborative essay written two years later by O'Hara and his close friend the painter Larry
Rivers. This piece, "How to Proceed in the Arts," is a parodic set ofinstructions for
would-be artists. "When involved with abstractions," the authors suggest, "refrain,
as much as possible, from personal symbolism, unless your point is gossip." 5
Not only did O'Hara write satires about the role of gossip in artistic communities; gossip was central to his very conception of art criticism (as well as of poetry).
It is clear that he saw an analogy-even a deep connection-between
gossip (what
he thought of someone) and aesthetic judgment (what he thought of someone's
work). A good example of how O'Hara articulated this analogy in his poetry is
found in "Personal Poem," composed in 1959 and first published the following
year, in which he recorded a discussion of the relative merits of two living and two
dead American writers with his friend the poet Leroi Jones (aka Amiri Baraka),
over lunch: "we don't like Lionel Trilling/ we decide, we like Don Allen we
don't like/ Henry James so much we like Herman Melville." 6 It is easy enough to
read between the lines here that the two "like Don Allen," for instance, because
Allen was a supporter of their work (which he included in his highly successful
1960 anthology, The New American Poetry).
3

4

Interview with Winston Leyland,July 1974, in Gay Sunshine 24 (Spring 1975), reprinted in Leyland, ed., Gay
Sunshine Interviews,vol. I (San Francisco: Gay Sunshine
Press, 1978), 159-60.
It ls 3 (Winter-Spring 1959), reprinted in Frank O'Hara,
Art Chronicles1954-1966,rev. ed. (New York: Braziller,
1990), 149 and 150.

s Evergreen Review 5 (1961), reprinted in O'Hara, Art
Chronicles,956 Quoted from The Collected Poems, ed. Donald Allen
(New York: Knopf, 1979), 335-36, and first published in
Yugen 6 (1960), and in Elias Wilentz, ed., The Beat Scene
(New York: Corinth Books, 196o). For other obvious
instances of O'Hara's deployment of gossip in his poetry,
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Aesthetic and personal likes and dislikes were similarly intertwined in O'Hara's
art criticism. He felt a particular aversion to Andy Warhol, and to pop art generally, which in his mind went against the painterly, expressive work that he had
supported for many years and that typified the stylistic inclinations of his painter
friends. In a 1963 "Art Chronicle," O'Hara's regular column at the time for the
journal Kulchur, he came to the defense of a few abstract expressionists (Arshile
Gorky, Robert Motherwell) and artists influenced by abstract expressionism (Al
Held, Larry Rivers), who "are each involved in contemporary High Art which,
gossip to the contrary, has never stopped being more exciting than pop art." Here,
in as serious a piece of art criticism as O'Hara would write, he quite directly associated matters of taste with gossip. Later in this same "Art Chronicle," he launched
an exceedingly nasty (if diverting) attack on pop art that alluded above all to Warhol:
"Some preconceptions in imagery stand still at their freshest (soup cans, newspaper
pages, road signs), like a high school performance of The PetrifiedForest."7
This acerbic judgment was hardly just a defense of abstract expressionism.
O'Hara did have positive things to say about other pop artists. 8 His dislike of
Warhol, then, cannot be attributed solely to Warhol's seemingly antiexpressionist
painting methods, but operated on a personal level and apparently dated to the late
1950s, prior to the advent of pop art. John Giorno recalls that in the early 1960s
Warhol recounted to him a visit that Frank O'Hara had made to Warhol's home
around 1958 or 1959, during which he "pointed a finger and started laughing at
Andy .... The pain that I think Andy felt for Frank's ridicule started even back in
whatever year that was ... and carried through. " 9 This story is similar to the better-known anecdotes regarding Jasper Johns's and Robert Rauschenberg's supposed rudeness to Warhol. rn (It is possible that O'Hara's remarks were especially
painful because Warhol had been attracted to the poet; many years later Warhol
published a rather carefully delineated character sketch of O'Hara, comparing him
to another writer to whom he had been attracted, Truman Capote.) 11
Warhol was not only aware of O'Hara's disdain for him but apparently also familiar with O'Hara's conception of art criticism as rumor or gossip (which was

7

see Collected Poems, 328-29, 389-93, and 395. O'Hara's
poetry has often been characterized, in both positive
and negative terms, as gossip. For examples, see, respectively, Allen Ginsberg, "City Midnight Junk Strains"
(1966), in Bill Berkson and Joe LeSueur, eds., Homage
to Frank O'Hara, 3d rev. ed. (Bolinas, Calif: Big Sky,
1988), 148-49, and Pearl K. Buck, "The Poverty of
Poetry," New Leader, ro January 1972, reprinted in Jim
Elledge, ed., Frank O'Hara: To Be True to a City (Ann
Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1990), 38-39. For
a consideration of the gossip in O'Hara's poetry as a
form of homosexual language, see Bruce Boone, "Gay
Language as Political Praxis: The Poetry of Frank
O'Hara," Soda/ Text: Theory/Culture/Ideology 1 (1979):
8 1 and 82. Interesting discussions of gossip and gender
are found in Jack Levin and Arnold Arluke, Gossip: The
Inside Scoop (New York and London: Plenum Press,
1987), 6, and Spacks, Gossip, 31-33 and 38-45.
"Art Chronicle Ill," Kulchur 3 (Spring 1963), reprinted
in O'Hara, Standing Still and Walking in New York, ed.
Donald Allen (San Francisco: Grey Fox Press, 1983), 149
and 151. By 1965, O'Hara had a change of heart and
began to view Warhol as a "serious" artist; see Edward
Lucie-Smith, "An Interview with Frank O'Hara"
(October 1965), in O'Hara, Standing Still, 8 and 20). The

8

9
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artist Joe Brainard wrote, "I remember Frank O'Hara
putting down Andy Warhol and then a week or so later
defending him with his life" ("Frank O'Hara" [1968), in
Berkson and LeSueur, Homage to Frank O'Hara, 167.)
See, for example, "Art Chronicle III," in O'Hara, Standing Still, 147.
Interview by the author, 15 April 1991, tape recording.
An abbreviated version of this story is told in Leyland,
Gay Sunshine Interviews, I 56: "In the early days, Frank
used to laugh at Andy, make fun of him to his face and
torture him." Giomo's account, along with a general assessment of O'Hara's attirude toward Warhol, is reiterated in a biography of O'Hara by Brad Gooch, which
appeared subsequent to the writing of this essay: City
Poet: The Life and Times of Frank O'Hara (New York:
Knopf, 1993), 394-99See Pat Hackett and Andy Warhol, POPism: The Warhol
'60s (New York and London: Harcourt
Brace
Jovanovich, 1980), 1I. (O'Hara was an early supporter of
the work of Johns and Rauschenberg; see, for example,
"Art Chronicle I," Kulchur 2 [Spring 1962), reprinted in
O'Hara, Standing Still, 13 1.)
Hackett and Warhol, POPism, 187. Several accounts exist
of Warhol's attraction to Capote during the early 1950s;
for Warhol's own account of this interest, see ibid., 193.
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Figure 1 (left). Andy Warhol, C: A
Journal of Poetry, vol. I, no. 4,
1963, front cover. Private collection
(courtesy: Gerard Malangal©Archives
Malanga; ©1994 The Andy Warhol
Foundation for the Visual Arts, Inc.)
Figure 2 (right). Andy Warhol, C: A
Journal of Poetry, vol. I, no. 4,
1963, back cover. Private collection
(courtesy: Gerard Malanga/©Archives
Malanga; ©1994 The Andy Warhol
Foundation for the Visual Arts, Inc.)
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one of Warhol's own favorite activities, as he liked to point out). 12 He seems to
have deliberately mimicked the gossipy language of writings such as "5 Participants in a Hearsay Panel" in a few lines of his well-known 1963 interview for

ARTnews:
I just heard a rumor that G. quit working, that she's given up art altogether. And
everyone is saying how awful it is that A. gave up his style and is doing it in a different way. 13

Later in the same interview, Warhol stated that style itself was not terribly important; the sheer force of content, such as the eroticism of Jean Genet's writing,
seemed more potent than style. 14 And it is exactly this power of the image-the
product of an effective combination of subject matter and style-that
Warhol
would use to get back at O'Hara for his cruel treatment of the artist. Moreover,
when Warhol took O'Hara on, he did so on the poet's own terms: through the
use of gossip.
Warhol's piece of visual gossip took the form of two double portraits of the poets
Edwin Denby and Gerard Malanga, m which a relationship between them 1s
12

r3

See, for instance, ibid., 73.
Gene R. Swenson, "What Is Pop Art?," ARTnews

62

14

(November
Ibid., 6r.

1963): 26.
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implied by their poses. In the first portrait, Malanga stands behind the seated Denby
and holds his hands (figure 1); in the second portrait, he leans over to kiss Denby
(figure 2). These two images in effect served to spread a rumor that Denby was in
some way intimately involved with Malanga. Why such a rumor might have been
intended, among other things, to provoke Frank O'Hara will become clear with
the knowledge, first, of what Denby and Malanga each meant to O'Hara, and then
of the circumstances surrounding the production of Warhol's two portraits.
As a poet, dance critic, and friend of the abstract expressionist painter Willem de
Kooning, Edwin Denby-a soft-spoken man with a cultivated demeanor and striking physical presence-was a living legend to a circle of young poets, commonly
known as the New York School, that developed into a tight-knit artistic and social
community during the early 1950s. The writer and composer John Gruen, an active participant in this group, has reminisced:
Edwin Denby was our private celebrity and intellectual leader. Frank O'Hara,John
Ashbery,Jimmy Schuyler, and the rest of the young poets we knew clustered about
him to discuss Balanchine's latest ballets, Bill de Kooning's latest show, or a John
Cage concert. 1 5

Denby himself recalled that among his younger poet friends, he became especially
close to Frank O'Hara. 16
Whereas Denby was around a generation older than O'Hara, Gerard Malanga
was a generation younger. Malanga, like Denby, was physically striking; however,
if Denby represented a model of gentility and urbanity, Malanga represented one
of crudity and sexual indiscretion. 17 And Malanga's association with Warhol-who
had hired him as his silkscreening assistant in the late spring of 1963-would have
served to confirm O'Hara's low opinion of the young poet. It is easy to see why an
image of Malanga kissing Denby would have displeased O'Hara. Perhaps he experienced the kind of feeling tenderly described by Roland Barthes under the heading "gossip" in A Lover's Discourse:Fragments(1977): "Pain suffered by the amorous
subject when he finds that the loved being is the subject of "gossip" and hears that
being discussed promiscuously."' 8
Warhol's two pictures of Denby and Malanga were specially made as the cover
design for an issue of C: A Journal efPoetry devoted to the poetry of Denby. The
circumstances of their production, which can be documented in some detail, reveal that Warhol made an associative link between this journal and O'Hara. The
editor of C, a mimeographed publication, was the poet Ted Berrigan, who shortly
after moving to New York in the winter of 1960-61 became an enthusiastic follower of the New York School poets and a supporter of young poets whose work
interested him. He was a zealous fan ofboth O'Hara's and Warhol's work. 19
Berrigan met Warhol at a poetry reading given by O'Hara in late July 1963.20 At
either this reading or one in the following year Warhol made a film of O'Hara; the

15

16
17

18

The Party's Over Now: Reminiscences of the Fifties-New
York's Artists, Writers, Musicians, and Their Friends (1972;
reprinted, Wainscott, N.Y.: Pushcart, 1989), 161.
Ibid., 166.
According to Malanga, his mentor Willard Maas had spoken badly of Malanga to O'Hara, describing him as "an
undesirable," lacking in manners and uncouth; interview
by the author, I 3 August 1990, tape recording.
Trans. Richard Howard (New York: Noonday Press,

1978), 183. I am grateful to Debra Balken for referring
me to this discussion of gossip.
'9

20

See, respectively, Marjorie Perloff, Frank O'Hara: Poet
Among Painters (New York: Braziller, 1977), 169, and
Berrigan, "Art Chronicle," Kulchur 5 (Fall 1965): 24.
Berrigan, Diaries, undated entry of the final Tuesday
in July 1963; manuscript, Berrigan Collection, Rare
Book and Manuscript Library, Columbia University,
New York.
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footage, two or three mo-foot reels of silent black-and-white film, was never
screened (and according to Malanga, it "disappeared into Andy's apartment ....
Frank didn't take Andy seriously, so this was Andy's way of getting back at
Frank"). 21 In any event, it was Warhol's introduction to Berrigan at the O'Hara
reading that led Warhol to design his cover for C. A few days later, on r August,
Berrigan sent the artist a couple of issues of C along with a letter, the content of
which reveals Berrigan's desire to interest Warhol in his publication:
Dear Andy
Gerry Malanga asked me to send you a copy of my magazine, so here's
a copy of issues# I and 2. Number 3 with Gerry's poem will be out next
week, and I'll send you a copy then. 22
Joe Brainard, whose writing appears in I and 2 is a painter, and is
doing a cover for # 3.
Hope you like the magazine.
Sincerely,
Ted Berrigan 23

Warhol did like Berrigan's publication, according to a couple of entries in
Berrigan's diary of the following days, in which he wrote that "Andy Warhol said
he liked the magazine," and "Andy Warhol said he'd like to do a cover for C 4. " 24
Warhol knew that issue number 4 of C was to consist of writings by and about
Edwin Denby. And apparently he was provided with a handwritten draft of the
table of contents of this issue, which listed two pieces by Frank O'Hara: an essay
on Denby's poetry, and the poem "Edwin's Hand." 25 In other words, Warhol was
keenly aware of the artistic and social world into which he had inserted himself in
agreeing to design a cover for the Denby issue of C.
To produce this design, Warhol went to Denby's apartment, accompanied by
Malanga, and spontaneously but strategically shot a series of double portraits of
Denby and Malanga, using a Polaroid camera and black-and-white film. From
these photographs, he selected-again, strategically-two pictures for the C cover,
which were then transferred to silkscreen in order to be printed onto the cover stock.
Regarding technique, these portraits occupy a significant position in Warhol's
oeuvre. Therefore, it is worthwhile to digress briefly from the story at hand in order to locate their place in Warhol's development as an artist. This is the first known
instance in which Warhol used Polaroids for silkscreen portraits, a practice he did
not pursue at the time but one to which he would return and which would become his standard procedure for making portraits beginning in 1970. Even his editorial approach to the C portraits-thoughtfully
selecting a couple of photographs
21

Interview by the author, 22 October 1990, tape recording. Malanga recalled that the reading at which Warhol
made this film took place at Cafe Le Metro in the East
Village, an important venue for the presentation

22

23

of new

poetry at the time. Malanga thinks that the filming occurred in the spring of 1964, a date repeated without
documentation in Gooch, City Poet, 398. It is quite possible that this footage is among the film material currently
at the Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts, Inc.,
and that a precise date for it can be established once it is
identified.
The poem to which Berrigan refers here was dedicated
to Warhol and entitled "Now in Another Way" (C: A
Journal efPoetry 1 Uuly-August 1963]: unpaged.)

2•

2

5

Andy Warhol Archives, the Andy Warhol Museum
Founding Collection, contribution of the Andy Warhol
Foundation for the Visual Arts, Inc., New York; a copy
of each of the issues mentioned by Berrigan in this letter
is also in the Andy Warhol Archives.
Diaries, Thursday and Tuesday, respectively, the first
week of August 1963.
This manuscript is in the Andy Warhol Archives and may
be the "lists" to which Berrigan referred in the following
undated diary entry of August 1963: "Tim Baum came
over with Andy & we made lists, then rode around &
talked all night." O'Hara's essay "The Poetry of Edwin
Denby" first appeared in Poetry 89 (1957); "Edwin's
Hand" was first published in the Denby issue of C.
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out of several he had shot-would
become a customary step in his production of
26
the later Polaroid portraits.
A comparison of five rejected Polaroids from the Denby and Malanga sitting
with the two images he chose to use for the C cover reveals that Warhol selected
for the cover those images that were most legible, most centered compositionally,
and that would set up a clear narrative that moved from a formal portrait on the
front cover-a witty homosexual parody of conventional portrayals of husbands
and wives 27 -to an intimate exchange on the back cover. 28
Warhol's deployment of the kiss scene on the back cover of C carries a few intriguing connotations. On the one hand, Warhol playfully associated the necrophilia evoked by this image-Denby's
wan complexion was exaggerated to the
point of being ghostlike due to the high contrasts of the Polaroid, which were still
further pronounced when the image was transferred to silkscreen-with
its placement at the end of the volume. 29
The positioning of this scene on the back cover, on the other hand, served to
signal that the act pictured here-two
men kissing-was, in terms of the social
codes of the time, a secretive encounter, which Warhol then exposed; it is hidden,
and we discover it only upon reaching the end of the volume. 30 But this "secret"
was constructed by Warhol rather than simply being an encounter he happened to
record. Malanga has recalled unhesitatingly that for this photograph Warhol specifically instructed him to bend over and kiss Denby, 31 a pose curiously resembling
that of a man and a woman in one of Warhol's collaborative litho-offset compendiums of the 1950s, Love Is a Pink Cake (figure 3), in which the text beneath the
image in at least one impression transforms it into a whimsical reference to homosexuality, as ''Joan" is crossed out and replaced with "Al." 32 In his visually more
blatant homosexual design for the cover of C, Warhol deliberately set out to produce a rumor about Denby's relationship with Malanga. 33

26

27

28

29

Jo

An excellent eyewitness account of Warhol's working
process in the production of Polaroid portraits is found
in Vincent Fremont's introduction to Andy Warhol
Polaroids 1971-1986 (New York: Pace MacGill Gallery,
1992), 4-7.
A history of homosexual parodies of heterosexual domesticity in portraits would be a worthwhile undertaking; a
probable eighteenth-century
example of this sort of
parody is found in William Hogarth's conversation piece
Lord Hervey and His Friends (circa 1738; lckworth); see Jill
Campbell, "Politics and Sexuality in Portraits of John,
Lord Hervey," Word & Image 6 (1990): 287--97.
These five Polaroids are now in the collection of the
Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts, Inc. Photographic reproductions of them are not available at this
time. I am grateful to Ann Sass, the former curator of
photographs at the Andy Warhol Foundation, for helping me identify these Polaroids and for showing them to
me.
For a discussion of Warhol's use of a portrait printed in
negative for the back cover of the book Screen Tests/A
Diary (1967), again for the purpose of associating death
with the end of a volume, see my essay "Collaboration as
Social Exchange: Screen Tests I A Diary by Gerard Malanga
and Andy Warhol," Art journal 52 (Winter 1993): 60-61.
The idea of concluding a book with a scandalous image
had already been explored by Warhol in a few of the collaborative volumes he produced during the 1950s, such

J1
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as 25 Cats Name [sic] Sam and One Blue Pussy (circa 1954),
made with Charles Lisanby, in which the risque finale is
signaled by the last two words of the book's title.
Interview by the author, 15 August 1989, tape recording.
A reproduction of this variant of the text is found in
Andreas Brown, Andy Warhol: His Early Works 19471959, exh. cat. (New York: Gotham Book Mart, 1971),
unpaged. Another book by Warhol from this period, A
Is an Alphabet (1953), produced in collaboration with
Ralph T. (Corkie) Ward-as was Love Is a Pink Cake-illustrates, for the letter o, two men about to kiss. For the
homosexual content of both these books, see Trevor
Fairbrother, "Tomorrow's Man," in "Successis a job in
New York": The Early Art and Business of Andy Warhol,
exh. cat. (New York and Pittsburgh: Grey Art Gallery
and Carnegie Museum of Art, 1989), 59--60.
According to the sociologist Tamotsu Shibutani, the
"most effective offensive use of rumors involves the staging of events; situations rather than communication content
are manipulated
and definitions
develop
spontaneously" (Improvised News: A Sociological Study of
Rumor [Indianapolis and New York: Bobbs-Merrill,
1966], 213). On the importance of the appearance of
spontaneity for the effectiveness of gossip, see Roger D.
Abrahams, "A Performance-Centred Approach to Gossip," Man: The journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute
5 (1970): 300.
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Figure3. Andy Warholand Ralph T.
(Corkie) Ward, Love ls a Pink
Cake, 1953, unnumbered,unbound
page. New York, The Andy Warhol
Foundationfor the Visual Arts, Inc.
(©1994 The Andy Warhol Foundationfor the VisualArts, Inc.)

Ted Berrigan noted in his diary during the first few weeks of December 1963,
nearly two months after the Denby issue of C was published, that "C is a big success, although everyone (except me) hated Andy's cover for the E. D. issue.
Hmmmm!" 34 Berrigan did not explain why "everyone"-undoubtedly
a reference
to the poets whose opinions mattered to him, and probably to O'Hara, who had
just returned from a trip to Europe 35 -disliked this cover. Gerard Malanga's oral
account provides more detail: "That picture caused a scandal ... amongst the New
York School literati. . . . There were people in the circle that felt that Andy was
taking advantage of an old man." The one poet Malanga named as having felt this
way was Frank O'Hara. 36 lt is conceivable that Malanga himself was (also) accused
of having taken "advantage of an old man," but in any case, what is interesting
Diaries, entry composed between 2 December and 1 1
December 1963; in a 15 October 1963 entry, Berrigan
recorded that the Denby issue had been distributed.
Jl Berrigan noted in his diary on 2 December 1963 that he
had attended a cocktail party given that day by Larry Rivers to celebrate O'Hara's return from Europe.
J6 Interview by the author, 15 August 1989, tape recording.
Malanga recalled having heard this story from John
34

Gruen. The detail of Malanga's account and the sparsity
of Berrigan's bear out a distinction between oral and
written historical documents made in the useful explication of the values of oral history by Gwyn Prins, "Oral
History," Australianjournal efFrenchStudies23 (1986), reprinted in Peter Burke, ed., New Perspectives
on Historical
Writing (University Park, Pa .. : Pennsylvania State University Press, 1992), 114-39.
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here is that Malanga's story concerns the reception of the scenepictured, rather than
how it looked in aesthetic terms. Warhol used the portrait's potential to affect
viewers because of what it depicted.
Warhol's construction of an amorous relationship between Denby and Malanga
was in all likelihood his way of getting back at O'Hara for being so unfriendly to
him. Warhol's awareness of the structure of O'Hara's social world meant that he
knew of O'Hara's affection for Denby and lack of affection for Malanga, and also
that O'Hara would see his cover for C. As the social anthropologist Max Gluckman
put it in his often-cited essay "Gossip and Scandal," "a most important part of gaining membership of any group is to learn its scandals. " 37 This Warhol did. His target
seems to have been rather directed. His behavior was similar to that of a painter
named Ctesicles, who, in a story told by Pliny the Elder in the Natural History,
took revenge on Queen Stratonice by painting her in the arms of a fisherman and
then exhibiting this picture in public. In Warhol's portraits, Malanga operated
somewhat like the fisherman in Ctesicles's painting. 38
Meanwhile, Malanga had his own motivations for wanting to be included on
the cover of the Denby issue of C. He had submitted a poem to Berrigan expressly
for this issue of the journal, and was disappointed when Berrigan rejected it. 39 By
being pictured on the cover, Malanga was able to have a place-indeed,
an extremely prominent one-in the Denby issue.
For Warhol, the C cover served multiple purposes. Aside from provoking
O'Hara, it was a way for Warhol to insinuate himself into O'Hara's circle of poets
when O'Hara himself would not allow the artist in. The C portraits intimated that
Warhol had the "inside scoop" on Edwin Denby's personal relations. The fact that
Warhol took the Polaroids for these portraits at Denby's apartment-Denby's
personal space, that is-rather than, say, at his own studio (this was a few months before he moved into the space known as the Factory), can be understood as Warhol's
way of providing visual evidence that he had gained a certain degree of intimacy
with a venerated member of O'Hara's group. In this regard, too, the portraits of
Denby and Malanga functioned like verbal gossip; scholars of gossip have pointed
out that one motivation for gossip is a "desire to be one of the in-group," or to
demonstrate membership in such a group. 40
By associating himself with Denby, Warhol was also casting himself, art-historically speaking, as a descendant of one of the heroes of abstract expressionism, the
painter Willem de Kooning: Denby now posed for Warhol just as he had for de
Kooning back in the 193os.41
Warhol had used a portrait of two men for the purpose of appearing to belong
to O'Hara's social circle on a previous occasion as well. In 1960, he had commissioned Fairfield Porter, a member of this circle, to paint a portrait of him and his
37
38

Gluckman, "Gossip and Scandal," 3 14.
Trans. H. Rackham (Cambridge, Mass., and London:
Harvard University Press, 1952), 35:140. This story is recounted in Ernst Kris and Otto Kurz, Legend, l\.1yth and
Magic in the Image efthe Artist (1934), ed. and trans. E. H.
Gombrich (New Haven and London: Yale University
Press, 1979), 106. Some additional stories of artists responding to negative criticism by portraying their critics
in an unflattering light are told in Kris and Kurz, 104-7.
On the use of gossip as a convenient fonn ofrevenge, see
Rebecca Birch Stirling, "Some Psychological Mechanisms Operative in Gossip," Social Forces 34 (1955-56):

262, and Levin and Arluke, Gossip: The Inside Scoop, 20.
39 Malanga, interview by the author, I 3 August 1990, tape
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recording. Berrigan noted in his diary on 2 5 July 196 3
that he had rejected two poems by Malanga.
Stirling, "Some Psychological Mechanisms Operative in
Gossip," 207, and Gluckman, "Gossip and Scandal," 3 13.
Denby and his friend the photographer and filmmaker
Rudy Burckhardt had been among the first supporters of
de Kooning's work; see Ron Padgett's introduction to
Denby, The Complete Poems (New York: Random
House, 1986), xviii.
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Figure4. FairfieldPorter,Ted Carey
and Andy Warhol, 1960. New York,
Whitney Museum ofAmerican Art.
Gift of Andy
Warhol. (photo:
Whitney Museum if American Art)
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companion at the time, Ted Carey (figure 4). He would have been aware of
Porter's numerous portraits, made during the 1950s, of friends, among which figured a depiction of O'Hara (1957; Toledo Museum of Art) and a double portrait
of the poets John Ashbery and Jimmy Schuyler (figure 5). While Porter had painted
these earlier portraits because the sitters were his friends, he painted the portrait of
Warhol and Carey as a commission.42 But for Warhol, this picture-like
his own

42

Tibor de Nagy recalled that Warhol came to his gallery,
which represented the work of Fairfield Porter, and asked
him if he would secure the commission for Porter's

portrait of him and Carey (telephone conversation with
the author, 4 March 1992). Warhol had regularly visited
this gallery during the 1950s and had purchased at least
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portrait of Denby and Malanga of a few years later-allowed
him to become, if
43
only symbolically, a member of the "in" social group.
Both of these works figure in an intriguing typology of portraits of male couples.
In a remarkable subset of this typology to which Warhol's pictures of Denby and
Malanga belong, one man is considerably older than the other. These portraits
record a social convention among homosexual men of the 1950s and early 1960s
(which the "sexual revolution" of the mid-196os eroded) whereby older men
would at least appear to "keep" younger men. This kind of structured relationship
is embedded in, for instance, a 1961 portrait by Alex Katz of Frank O'Hara at age
thirty-five and the poet Bill Berkson at age twenty-two (figure 6). The title of this
one work by Larry Rivers there; see John Bernard Myers,
Tracking the Marvelous: A Life in the New York Art World
(New York: Random House, 1983), 136. O'Hara was
closely linked to the Tibor de Nagy Gallery, which,
among other activities, published a modest literary serial
entitled Semi-Colon. The first issue of Semi-Colon (which
was undated) included, on the front page, short prose
pieces by O'Hara and Denby; Warhol probably obtained

43

the copy of this issue that is now in the Andy Warhol Archives on one of his visits to the gallery.
Warhol's own self-mocking explanation of why he and
Carey posed together for the Porter portrait was that they
thought it would be cheaper to commission one portrait
and then cut it in half than to commission two separate
works; see Hackett and Warhol, POPism, 6.
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Figure 5. Fairfield Porter,Jimmy and
John, 1957-1958. Bloomfield Hills,
Michigan, Collection Barbara K.
Kratchman
(courtesy:
Susanne
Hi/berry Gallery)
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Figure 6. Alex Katz, Marine and
Sailor, 1961. New York, Robert
Miller Gallery (photo: Robert Miller
Gallery, New York)
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painting, Marine and Sailor, humorously alludes to the conventional role of the
younger man as protege.
During the early 1960s, Malanga often played the role of lover-protege. The
numerous photographic portraits picturing Malanga accompanied by an older man
not only document but also were an integral part of his playing the role. Thus we
have images of Malanga with his poetry instructor at Wagner College, Willard
Maas (figure 7), and of the twenty-year-old Malanga with Andy Warhol at around
age thirty-five (figures 8 and 9). The historically and socially particular type of
relationship that such portraits encoded is well characterized in the following comments by Billy Name, who lived at Warhol's Factory for much of the 1960s:
This was before the gay revolution. And it was the tail end of that Euro-culture
where, in the arts world, older men would keep younger boys and older women
would keep younger girls. And they would sort ofbe like proteges. Well, Gerard
was actually working for Andy when I came into the scene .... But he was also
playing the role, when need be, of Andy's kept boy, which he wasn't, really. 44

Speculation about the nature ofWarhol's relationship with Malanga was commonplace at the time (and still is).45 Photographs that showed the two side by side were
undoubtedly important contributors to such speculation. These photographs,
like Warhol's own pictures ofDenby and Malanga, were in effect agents of rumor
and gossip.
The double-portrait format-whether
used to depict two individuals of the same
sex or a woman and a man-lends itself to such social discourse. Various cases can
be found, at diverse moments in history, of double portraits that provoked gossip.
For example, on two separate occasions in the mid-r86os, the actress Adah Isaacs
Menken posed with famous men for cartede visitephotographs in ways that elicited
44
45

Interview by the author, 9 June 1992, tape recording.
See Victor Bockris, The Life and Death of Andy Warhol
(New York: Bantam Books, 1989), 139. For a discussion

ofWarhol's interest in younger men during the 1960s, see
ibid., r 3 r.
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Figure 7. William Wood, Gerard
Malanga and Willard Maas, 1962,
reproduced from Wagner Literary
Magazine, vol. 4, 1 963-64, unpaged.
Cambridge, Mass., Harvard College
Library (photo: Harvard College
Library)

Figure 8. Edward Wallowitch, Gerard
Malanga and Andy Warhol, 1963.
Great Barrington, Mass., Collection
Gerard Malanga (courtesy: Gerard
Malangal©Archives Malanga)
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Figure 9. Lorenz Gude, Gerard
Malanga and Andy Warhol, circa
196J1964 (photo: Andy Warhol:
Bilder 1961 bis 1981, Hannover:
Kestner Gesellschaft,1981)

public gossip about what precisely her relationship was with each of the two men
(figures IO and I r). 46
Warhol's cover design for Chad a much smaller audience than did these cartede
visite portraits, which were displayed in shop windows in Paris and London. The
reception of Warhol's portraits of Denby and Malanga was virtually nonexistent
within the mainstream art publishing establishment (this essay, to my knowledge,
marks the first instance in which they have been reproduced). There are a few
obvious explanations for the omission of these portraits from the critical writing
on Warhol that appeared during the 1960s: they dealt openly with the homosexuality of Denby, then a fairly well-known art-world figure; and they were a journal
cover rather than a work on canvas, and thus had a rather low status in the hierarchy of what might be termed artistic venues.
The "unofficial" reception of the Denby and Malanga portraits among the
young writers and artists who were involved in the production of the poetry journal C, by contrast, was lively and inventive. Like O'Hara's purported negative
response to these images, their focus was on the sexual involvement that the
46

A detailed account of the gossip these two cartede visite
images produced is found in Vicki Goldberg, The Power

efPhotography:How PhotographsChangedOur Uves (New
York: Abbeville Press, 1991), 109-1 I.
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portraits imply. (Put in the now-familiar terms of Walter Benjamin, this is an instance whereby the "cult value" of the photographic portrait was not replaced by
its "exhibition value. ") 47
One fascinating form this reception took occurred during the very production
of Warhol's C cover. The portraits were silkscreened onto a few pillowcases, and
the resulting witty association of these images with the bedroom takes the sexual
intimation of the kiss scene a few steps further. 48 According to Malanga, Ted
Berrigan produced these pillowcases. His recollection is that Warhol had given
Berrigan the silkscreen for the C cover along with a can of paint, a squeegee, and
instructions on how to print it; Warhol was unable to produce the cover himself as
he was at the time (September 1963) departing for Los Angeles to attend the
opening of his second one-person exhibition there. Berrigan then took the liberty

47

See "The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction" (1936), in Illuminations, ed. Hannah Arendt,
trans. Harry Zohn (New York: Schocken Books, 1969),
225-26.

48

One of these pillowcases was advertised in the poet Ed
Sanders's offbeat mimeographed mail-order catalogue
(which included such items as pubic hairs of Allen
Ginsberg and other poets), Ed Sanders' Catalogue1 0une-

July 1964), no. 48: "WARHOL, ANDY. A silkscreened pillow case by this famous and gleaming artist. Pictures of
the two poets Gerard Malanga and Edwin Denby, one of
which shows them kissing. This is the only pillow case in
the history of western civilisation which shows Gerard
Malanga and Edwin Denby kissing .... 100.00."
I have
been unable to locate an example of the pillowcase.
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Figure 1o. Alphonse Liebert, Adah
Isaacs Menken and Alexandre
Dumas, pere, 1867. Cambridge,

Mass., Harvard Theatre Collection
(photo:Harvard Theatre Collection)
Figure11. Photographerunidentified,
Adah Isaacs Menken and Algernon
Swinburne, late 1867-early 1868.

Cambridge,Mass.: Harvard Theatre
Collection (photo: Harvard Theatre
Collection)
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Figure 12. Joe Brainard and Andy
Warhol, C: A Journal of Poetry,
vol. I, no. 4, 1963,front cover.New
York, Rare Book and ManuscriptLibrary, Columbia University (photo:
Rare Book and ManuscriptLibrary,
Columbia University)
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Figure 13. Ted Berrigan,joe Brainard,
and Andy Warhol, C: A Journal of
Poetry, vol. I, no. 4, 1963, back cover.
New York, Rare Book and Manuscript
Library, Columbia University (photo:
Rare Book and Manuscript Library,
Columbia University)
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(and this is in line with his own rich sense of humor) of using the silkscreen to
print a few pillowcases. 49
In another curious interpretation of Warhol's portraits, Berrigan's close friend
Joe Brainard-who
himself designed covers for some issues of C-drew and wrote
on top ofWarhol's cover on one copy of the journal (figures 12 and 13). The poor
quality of the silkscreeningjob on this particular cover, in which much detail has
been lost, functioned for Brainard as a kind of blank for artistically projecting his
own amusing and poignant narrative.
This narrative, like other responses to Warhol's pictures, concerned the relationship implied by Denby and Malanga's poses. Brainard used arrows, for example,
to call attention, on the front cover, to the fact that the two men are holding hands,
and, on the back'cover, to the fact that they are kissing. Brainard's prose seems to
be a kind oflonging for romance: "BLUE MOON WITHOUT A LOVE OF MY OWN" is
printed neatly across Denby's lapel, and in a paragraph of script written sideways at
the lower right he expresses his desire for love-with
a man, as the concluding
words, "he he," playfully indicate. (The script on the back cover is in the handwriting of Berrigan and is his message to a woman friend named Chris; it belongs
to a group of poems by Berrigan that include the words "dear Chris.") 50 Brainard's
transformation of Warhol's images is an interesting mode of visual communication, a form of sign language that probably contained messages for a particular individual. In this regard, it functioned in a way similar to the Warhol images
themselves, through which Warhol "spoke" to O'Hara.
In 1964, Warhol responded to O'Hara's obloquy again, in another cover design
(which, like the C cover, came about through his connection with Malanga), 51
this time for the literary journal Kulchur. On this occasion, Warhol put a picture of
the French art critic Pierre Restany, an early supporter of pop art, and the experimental filmmaker and actress Naomi Levine, kissing-a still photograph made from
Warhol's film Kiss (1963)-right on the front cover (figure 14). Kulchur was the
very journal in which O'Hara's 1963 "Art Chronicle" condemning Warhol's work
had appeared. In fact, one of O'Hara's responsibilities as the art editor of Kulchur
was to select the art for the cover of each issue. For the spring 1964 issue, however,
as Lita Hornick, the publisher of Kulchur, recalled:
Frank O'Hara had not come through with the cover he had promised, and I didn't
dream that Frank and Andy were mortal enemies! The poets never told me any gossip. Alex Katz enlightened me when I was sitting for my portrait by him that spring.52

As Hornick's words make clear, once again Warhol's image served to provoke O'Hara.
In films such as Kiss, gossip is perhaps a more obvious component of the work
than it is in silkscreen portraits such as the cover for C. One critic concluded a
1966 essay on Warhol's work in film by asserting that
the places where Warhol's "art" speaks its own voice-which is consequently a voice
worth listening to-are the places where film and gossip, which for so long have bolstered and helped sustain each other in secret, mingle openly for the first time. 53

Malanga, interview by the author, 15 August 1989, tape
recording.
so Several poems that include the words "dear Chris'" are
found in Berrigan, The Sonnets, 2d rev. ed. (New York:
United Artists Books, 1982).
49

sr See Lita Hornick, The Green Fuse: A Memoir (New York:
Giorno Poetry Systems, 1989), 3 1.
s2 Ibid.
53 James Stoller, "Beyond Cinema: Notes on Warhol," Film
Quarterly 20 (Fall 1966): 38.
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Figure 14. Andy Warhol, still.from
Kiss, Kulchur, vol. 4, no 13, 1964,
cover. Cambridge, Mass., Harvard
College Library (photo: Harvard
CollegeLibrary; ©1994 The Andy
Warhol Foundationfor the Visual
Arts, Inc.)
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This statement is also applicable to Warhol's silkscreen portraits. In his pictures of
Denby and Malanga, art, poetry, and gossip-which
similarly sustained each
other-now
"mingle openly." Warhol apparently even considered making a film
of art-world gossip, which was listed among possible future Warhol films in an early
1965 issue of The Nation:
An Open Letter to Barbara Rose will show gossipy John Bernard Myers (Tibor de

Nagy Gallery) gossiping for an hour and a half, by implication, to gossipy art critic
Barbara Rose. (This would have to be a sound film.) 54

But as the reception of Warhol's portraits of Denby and Malanga demonstrates,
gossip need not include sound. In the right context, visual imagery in itself can be
a powerful agent of gossip. 55
In addition, an awareness of the gossip embedded in the portraits of Denby and
Malanga sharpens our sense of how highly personal Warhol's work in silkscreen
could be. Some recent scholarship on Warhol has revealed autobiographical elements in work of the 1960s that was formerly characterized as impersonal and
emotionally detached. 56 Warhol's portraits for the cover of C show that his imagery was in some instances engaged in a direct and emotional dialogue with the
artistic and literary world in which he operated. Other examples of visual gossip
motivated by personal sentiments in Warhol's art are sure to emerge as we learn
more about the circumstances in which he produced individual works. Meanwhile,
it is time to add gossip to the long list of potential and intriguing functions a portrait may perform as a vital component of social discourse.
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Howard Junker, "Andy Warhol, Movie Maker," The
Nation, 22 February 1965, 207. I am grateful to Callie
Angell, adjunct curator, Andy Warhol Film Project,
Whitney Museum of American Art, for calling my attention to this article.
In an attempt to list the defining characteristics of gossip,
the sociologist Albert Blumenthal has argued that "all
gossip is spread by word of mouth" ("The Nature of
Gossip," Sociologyand SocialResearch22 [1937]: 34). Few
writers have considered the potential of visual imagery to
function as gossip. Aside from Vicki Goldberg's account
of the two cartede visiteportraits discussed above, the only
studies I have found that address directly this possibility
are Henry Lanz, "Metaphysics of Gossip," Ethics:An International]011rnalofSocial, Politicaland Legal Philosophy46
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(1936): 492-99 (a somewhat eccentric but interesting account), and Levin and Arluke, Gossip: The Inside Scoop,
180-81. Although it does not deal with gossip itself,
David Freedberg's study of reception, which concerns
cases in which the "sign and signified elide and conflate"
and "contexts where superior terms are less articulated,"
is highly pertinent to instances in which visual imagery
functions as gossip (The PowerofImages:Studies in the History and Ineory ofResponse [Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press, 1989]).
A ground-breaking examination of the autobiographical
elements in Warhol's work of the 1960s is Patrick S.
Smith, Andy Warhol's Art and Films (Ann Arbor: UM!
Research Press, 1986).

